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Assimilation has been attributed to many mechanisms. One idea is that features favor prominent posi-
tions. Another idea is that features prefer domain edges. This paper provides an analysis that combines
both motivations into a single OT constraint—Licensed Alignment. This constraint makes restrictive
predictions about all kinds of assimilation, dissimilation, and derived environment effects.

Features often target prominent positions. One approach that captures this generalization is Positional
Licensing (Zoll 1998; Smith 2005; Walker 2011). The reasoning behind positional licensing is that
prominent positions generally allowmore contrast than non-prominent positions. Positional licensing can
capture voicing assimilation, metaphony, and many other cases of assimilation. Yet positional licensing
fails to explain why most cases of assimilation are unidirectional. There is, for example, no known case
of vowel harmony triggered by a prefix or a suffix targeting the root.

The fact that assimilation is directional can be easily explained by Generalized Alignment (McCarthy
& Prince 1993 et seq.). This approach is good at favoring domain edges, but has several other challenges.
For example, assimilation often targets a subset of segments (as in vowel harmony), and it is unclear
how alignment can capture this preference. Furthermore, assimilation often fails to reach the edge of
the relevant domain, which requires gradient evaluation (one violation mark for each target). Gradient
constraints produce pathologies (McCarthy 2003).

In response, I propose a single Licensed Alignment (LA) constraint that combines the positive prop-
erties of both previous approaches. Like licensing, LA refers to a particular (prominent) position within
a larger domain. Yet LA is also sensitive to every instance of such a position. Like alignment, LA is
directional, which means that it matters whether a potential target precedes or is preceded by a feature.

LA has been first proposed for stress by Hyde (2012), and this paper extends it to segmental features.
LA constraints penalize triplets of a domain, a feature and a third category, whenever the feature precedes
the third category within the domain (1). Note that LA constraints are categorical, because the locus of
violation is a triplet, and each triplet can incur at most one violation mark.

(1) *!domain, F, cat" / domain
F cat

Assign a * for every triplet !domain, F, cat", when
F precedes cat within the domain.

To illustrate, consider the constraint driving progressive nasal harmony (2). This constraint is violated
once for each triplet !ω, [+nas], #" as long as the feature [+nasal] precedes the root node (#), within
the word (ω). Spreading satisfies the constraint because the target segment is associated with [+nasal],
which thus no longer precedes that segment.

(2) *!ω, [+nas], #" / ω

[+nas] #

Assign a * for every triplet !ω, [+nas], #", when
[+nas] precedes # within that ω.

The third category of LA constraints can specify a target, which is a segment in (2). I propose that the
inventory of possible third categories of LA constraints excludes non-prominent positions. In this sense,
LA resembles positional licensing.

LA makes several other predictions. First, LA allows for unidirectional licensing patterns. Second,
the inventory of possible third categories rules out consonant harmony with major place of articulation
features. Third, LA allows for morphological targets, which are required for some cases of vowel har-
mony and in derived environment effects.

This paper proposes a new type of constraint that unifies licensing and alignment. The Licensed
Alignment constraint is superior to its predecessors both in terms of its formal properties and empirical
predictions.


